MGF PRODUCTS
MGF IPAD MINI / AIR SPORT
KNEEBOARD
The iPad Kneeboard Sport™ is the perfect aviation
kneeboard, mount and everyday case for the iPad Air. It
is designed for the pilot looking to secure their iPad on
either leg, who needs the minimal case, but still wants
a very secure fit, or for the pilot that wants to mount
their iPad. In black, smooth polycarbonate, the Sport™
adds protection and great feel to the iPad. The iPad
Kneeboard Sport™ was designed for pilots by pilots. It
is designed to work in aircraft where space is tight or where there is
a cyclic, or control stick being used between the legs. It is perfect for
pilots of helicopters, sport aircraft, and when there is tight yoke clearance
or when mounting is desired. NOTE: This is the iPad Kneeboard only.
Mounts sold separately. Compatible iPad Aviation Mounts: The iPad
Kneeboard Sport™ is designed to mate using a quick-connect Sport™
Adapter wmounting system and an iPad Sport™ Mount. Mounting
options include a iPad yoke mounts, panel/glare shield, or suction cup
mounting system offering flexibility in its use in different aircraft and are
sold separately. For more information, go to the Mounts category.
Mini Sport .............P/N 13-16366 .............$89.00
Air Sport ...............P/N 13-16368 ...........$129.00

IPAD 2/3 KNEEBOARD SPORT
The iPad Kneeboard Sport is designed for the
pilot looking to secure their iPad on either leg,
who needs the minimal case, but still wants
a very secure fit. In black, soft to the touch
polycarbonate, the Sport adds protection and
great feel to the iPad. The iPad Kneeboard Sport
was designed for pilots by pilots. It is designed
to work in aircraft where space is tight or where
there is a cyclic, or control stick being used
between the legs. It is perfect for pilots of helicopters, sport aircraft, and
when there is tight yoke clearance. Features: • The iPad Kneeboard
Sport is made of black, soft-to-the-touch polycarbonate and is strong and
lightweight. It is a form fitted case that holds the iPad securely in place.
The cut-out design provides access to all of the iPad’s ports, buttons and
controls. The Sport is compatible with Apple’s Smart Cover. • There are
two aluminum rails on the underside of the case that frame your leg and,
with the wide elasticized Velcro strap, allows the case to be held securely
and comfortably to your leg. There are four rubber pads on the rails that
allow the case to sit on a desk or table securely as well. • It is designed
to be thin with a removable cover so as to be clear of the yoke, cyclic or
control stick. It has a sleek look when used outside of the plane. • The
removable knee strap can be left in the plane leaving you with a beautiful,
sleek case for every day use. ....................P/N 13-11310 .............$99.00

MGF IPAD 2/3 KNEEBOARD FOLIO
The iPad Kneeboard Folio™ (excluding clipboard)
is the perfect high quality leather, rotating aviation
kneeboard, lapboard and everyday case for your
iPad 2 and iPad 3. All of the ports and controls
remain accessible so the iPad can be charged,
synced and controlled when it is in its case.
Designed to accommodate both right and left hand, attached to the right
or left leg, as a traditional kneeboard with the clipboard on the outside or
as a lap desk.
Black ...................P/N 13-12413 .............$99.00

MGF IPAD MINI 4 KNEEBOARD SPORT
The iPad Kneeboard Sport™ is the perfect aviation
kneeboard, mount and everyday case for the iPad Mini
4. It is designed for the pilot looking to secure their iPad
on either leg, who needs the minimal case, but still wants
a very secure fit, or for the pilot that wants to mount
their iPad. In black, smooth polycarbonate, the Sport™
adds protection and great feel to the iPad. The iPad
Kneeboard Sport™ was designed for pilots by pilots. It
is designed to work in aircraft where space is tight or where there is
a cyclic, or control stick being used between the legs. It is perfect for
pilots of helicopters, sport aircraft, and when there is tight yoke clearance
or when mounting is desired. NOTE: This is the iPad Kneeboard only.
Mounts sold separately..............................P/N 13-18845 .............$99.00

MGF KNEEBOARD STRAP
A Strap made to go with MGF kneeboards for
additional security while in-flight. This strap is made
out of a heavy duty, wide elastic and a generous
amount of Velcro to provide long-lasting use and comfortable wear.
P/N 13-19564 ...............$9.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

MGF IPAD PRO 12.9 / 11-13 INCH TABLET
KNEEBOARD FOLIO C
The iPad Pro Universal Kneeboard Folio™ C
(including clipboard) is the perfect high quality
leather, rotating aviation kneeboard, lapboard and
everyday case for your iPad Pro, and all other 1013” tablets. Now you can bring any 11-13” iPad/
Tablet with you into the cockpit of any airplane,
train, car or truck where it can be held secure on
your knee and lap. High quality, rich leather wraps
the outside while soft and protective micro-fiber
material lines the inside. The iPad/Tablet is held
by four adjustable clips that are attached to a
rotating cradle. All of the ports and controls remain
accessible so the iPad/Tablet can be charged,
synced and controlled when it is in its case.
P/N 13-19537 .........................................$129.95

MGF IPAD MINI UNIVERSAL 7-8 INCH
TABLET KNEEBOARD FOLIO C
The iPad Mini Universal Kneeboard Folio™ C
(including clipboard) is the perfect high quality
leather, rotating aviation kneeboard, lapboard
and everyday case for your iPad Mini 1/2/3/4,
and all other 7-8” tablets. Now you can bring
any 7-8” iPad/Tablet with you into the cockpit of
any airplane, train, car or truck where it can be
held secure on your knee and lap. High quality,
rich leather wraps the outside while soft and
protective micro-fiber material lines the inside.
The iPad/Tablet is held by four adjustable clips
that are attached to a rotating cradle. All of the ports and controls remain
accessible so the iPad/Tablet can be charged, synced and controlled
when it is in its case. .............................P/N 13-19535 ...........$129.00
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MGF UNIVERSAL SMARTPHONE
KNEEBOARD FOLIO C
The Universal Smartphone Kneeboard Folio™
C (including clipboard) is the perfect high quality
leather, rotating aviation kneeboard, lapboard
and everyday case for your iPhone 6, iPhone
6 Plus, and all other large smartphones. You
can bring any large smartphone with you into
the cockpit of any airplane, train, car or truck
where it can be held secure on your knee and
lap. High quality, rich leather wraps the outside
while soft and protective micro-fiber material
lines the inside. The smartphone is held by four
adjustable clips that are attached to a rotating cradle. All of the ports and
controls remain accessible so the smartphone can be charged, synced
and controlled when it is in its case.
P/N 13-19536 .........................................$129.00

MGF APPLE CERTIFIED PREMIUM
LIGHTNING CABLE (3FT)
This premium Charge + Sync cable makes
it easy to connect your Apple portable to a
computer, USB charger, or compatible car
receiver. It features high end aluminum casing
around the heads for added durability. The
cable is wrapped in a high quality braided fabric
that resists tangles, kinks and knots. Nylon
Sleeve:The cable is wrapped in a high quality
braided fabric that resists tangles, kinks and
knots. Metal Connectors: High end aluminum connectors ensure you’ll
have a snug, reliable connection every time. 3 Feet: 3.28 feet of cable.
Lightning Connector: For use with any iPhone, iPad, or iPod that uses
the lightning connector. .............................P/N 13-19558 .............$24.99

MGF FOLDKEY BLUETOOTH MINI KEYBOARD
MGF proudly presents a cross platform Bluetooth
Ultra-Slim Keyboard with foldable keyboard.
Users can enjoy creating and communicating
across multiple platforms on bluetooth supported
devices wirelessly. Travel anywhere portably
without the hassle of tangling wires. Allows you
to get work done from anywhere. Only folding
keyboard that has all keys including numbers.
Performs any task necessary.
P/N 13-19561 ...........................................$49.99
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